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From: Paul Fiebiger
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 1:23:43 PM


Paul Fiebiger
14096 740th Street
Blooming Prairie, MN  55917
Farmer Dodge and Mower County


I feel that your BMP will not change fast enough in the future.  Technology has change so fast that state BMP will
 be years behind.  I always looking to save money and better the enviroment.  I feel if you adopt the these rules the
 infrastructure in my area will not be able to handle all spring applied nitrogen.  Maybe letting us stay back 200 feet
 from sensative area would work for many us.  The more we can get done in the fall better chance for us to handle
 the many issue we all face in spring planting.  I rented a farm that had sand on it.  I waited in spring to apply
 nitrogen and I also did split application because of the sandy soils.


Limiting the amount of nitrogen not the best interest.  Nitrogen use should be based on five year average of Bushel
 per acres at .6 to .8 bushel to pounds of nitrogen.  Between Yield maps and soil grid sampling is the best way to
 look at nitrogen usage.  As of right now I am not in favor of variable rate nitrogen.  Reason the cost for varible rate
 tips are way expensive to put on and the equipment can't change variable rate that fast.  But in the future that could
 change and will be willing to look at it.


Thanks


Paul Fiebiger
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From: Scott Tollefson
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 2:55:56 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be rewritten and consider
 the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have many maintenance and
 construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and showing levels of N higher than in the
 surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is
 determined. The MDA should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families. Farmers are already
 careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input that is vital for a good harvest. We do not
 want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the
 fall. Fall road restrictions could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is
 not adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These challenges and the
 economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next. Looking at soils and the
 conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule before any restriction is put on the use of N
 fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm families fairly. The
 rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be built upon sound science.


Regards,
Scott Tollefson
11979 435th St SW
Fertile, MN 56540   <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/60865/21892283>
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of Rodney Loper
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 7:16:21 AM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Rodney Loper
2314 19th Ave NE
Minneapolis, MN 55418-4807
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From: Rosalie Musachio
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Sunday, August 20, 2017 3:50:59 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Rosalie Musachio
150 Cottage Grove Ave
P.O. Box 623
Foley, MN 56329
419--535=5607
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From: Rhonda larson
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 2:40:04 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Rhonda larson
46518 110th St SW
East Grand Forks, MN 56721
r_lars@yahoo.com
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From: Ryan Johnson
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Saturday, August 26, 2017 8:10:05 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Ryan Johnson
58421 110th St
Cosmos, MN 56228
rjam@hutchtel.net
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From: Ron Bergemann
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017 9:10:04 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Ron Bergemann
53735 171st St
Good Thunder, MN 56037
ronbergemann@gmail.com
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From: Scott Jetvig
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen fertilizer draft rule
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 6:46:18 AM


Scott Jetvig. Hawley Mn.  701-361-7321
I am a farmer in Hawley Mn and am strongly against the proposed rule.  I attended the meeting in Hawley and
 voiced my opposition to this draft rule that I believe had no basis to be implemented state wide when no empirical
 evidence exists that we have a growing problem with nitrates in our well water.  Small specific problems need to be
 addressed at site specific locations.  The parameters for your model do not fit the reality of the entire state soil
 structure where our wells have been in place for decades upon decades,  many times as deep as your parameters
 without a fraction of the nitrates that may cause health problems.  The unintended consequences of this government
 overreach will greatly impact the costs and ability to fertilize our crops in a timely manner.  It is not needed.  We
 are already under enough pressure to survive in a price environment that requires a bumper crop just to cover our
 costs.  We are learning and adopting practices as we are able to afford it to use less fertilizer per bushel of crop
 grown.  Please go back and come up with parameters that work for specific, documentable problem areas and not a
 blanket generalization approach that will cause great hardship.


production agriculture


Sent from my iPad
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From: Stefan Collinet
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Saturday, August 26, 2017 8:20:16 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Dr. Stefan Collinet
4257 Ottawa Ave S
Saint Louis Park, MN 55416
952 920 9080
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From: Peter Kramer
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Monday, August 21, 2017 6:30:04 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


The current proposed monitoring system of using private wells is flawed.  Many of these wells are not kept in good
 condition and are 50+ years old with leaky components.  Please do not put this rule into effect until research is done
 that will accurately monitor the local situation out here instead of punishing whole townships for a positive test out
 of a faulty well.


Sincerely,


Peter Kramer
61472 270th St
Gibbon, MN 55335
mnsoildr@gmail.com
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of raskov@charter.net
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017 3:11:20 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to com``qament on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen
 Fertilizer Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate, and fails to protect our ground
 from agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of in effective BMPs.
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rules rely on
 agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may
 result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Roger Skov
1503, 4th Ave Sw
Austin, MN 55912-1625
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From: Estebo, Perry
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Estebo, Perry
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Rule Public Comments
Date: Tuesday, July 18, 2017 2:53:58 PM


Hi Larry,
 
I had an opportunity to attend the public meeting in Marshall on June 22 and thought I would
 follow-up with the following comments for consideration:
 


·        The Dept. of Ag is testing wells as a way to monitor water quality in regards to nitrates,
 however it is impossible to determine if the elevated nitrates are a result of commercial
 fertilizer, conversion of organic matter, manure application or something else.


·        Fall applied phosphorus and potash is a widely adapted measure across MN for many
 reasons.  If a grower is applying DAP and is limited to 20# of N then he can only apply about
 50 units of P---well short of a 240 bu./acre removal of 84# P/acre.  If we are held to the 20 #
 rule many retailers will consider switching to a MAP based phosphate to allow them to
 apply a crop removal P rate.  If a significant switch is made across MN from DAP to MAP, I’m
 not sure the industry is positioned to supply such a change.


·        I feel we have a balance across much of MN as some crop nutrients are applied in the fall (P,
 K and some N) and some is applied pre-plant, as well as side-dress nitrogen application.  If
 we can’t apply more than 20 # N, many of those acres will try to push to a spring application
 for their whole program—N, P, and K.  In some cases this may mean that application rates
 of a total program that will reach over 700 #/acre----are we concerned that we could then
 run into potential surface run-off issues if a significant rainfall event occurred after the crop
 nutrient application was made?


·        On site crop nutrient storage and spring workload is a real concern.  Most retailers utilize
 their storage facilities in the fall and re-fill them for the spring application season.  If the
 majority of the business is pushed to the spring season, they will need to add additional
 storage space as the logistics of receiving product in-season makes the business impossible. 
 Additional labor to apply more crop nutrients, in an already busy spring season, is very hard
 to find. An additional investment in more floaters and tender trucks will also be needed. 
 The cost of all of these upgrades will be more than the average retailer could bear.


·        I’m not sure enough credit is given to the work that MN retailers and farmers do in
 managing their crop nutrient applications.  Site specific technology is used across many MN
 acres.  They monitor the yield maps and look at yield potential across the fields.  They then
 apply crop nutrients to match to the yield potential---taking into consideration the soil types
 and fertility levels.  With the tight ag economy, growers are managing their input costs to
 try and maximize their return on investment.  They are not over-applying nitrogen “to make
 sure they have enough mentality”.


 
In closing, I would say we all want to have clean water for our children, grandchildren, and future
 generations of MN residents.  It is easy to assume those involved in crop production are responsible
 for nitrates in the water because they apply nitrogen to their crops.  Our farmers are working to
 provide food for our world, and are producing more food with less nutrients---they are already
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 managing crop nutrients to the best of their ability for the future generations.
 
Thanks,
 
Perry Estebo
MN Account Manager
CHS Agronomy


perry.estebo@chsinc.com
Cell: 507-430-5421
Fax: 888-225-8835
 
37086 337th Street Redwood Falls MN 56283
Visit us at chsinc.com
 
Farmer-owned with
global connections
 


Any information, materials and opinions (together, “CHS Materials”) presented by CHS to the
 recipient of such CHS Materials, whether in written or oral form, is for general information purposes
 only and does not constitute legal or other professional advice and should not be relied on or
 treated as a substitute for specific advice relevant to particular circumstances.  CHS makes no
 warranties, representations or undertakings, whether express or implied, about any CHS Materials
 (including, without limitation, any as to the quality, accuracy, completeness or fitness for any
 particular purpose of any CHS Materials). Recipient agrees that CHS shall not be liable to recipient
 relating to or resulting from the use of any CHS Materials or any inaccuracies or errors therein or
 omissions therefrom.
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From: Paul Freeman
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 1:51:06 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be rewritten and consider
 the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have many maintenance and
 construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and showing levels of N higher than in the
 surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is
 determined. The MDA should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families. Farmers are already
 careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input that is vital for a good harvest. We do not
 want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the
 fall. Fall road restrictions could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is
 not adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These challenges and the
 economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next. Looking at soils and the
 conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule before any restriction is put on the use of N
 fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm families fairly. The
 rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be built upon sound science.


Regards,
Paul Freeman
1516 Brenvei Dr
Fergus Falls, MN 56537   <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/60865/21890350>
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 5:17:54 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Scott Wakefield
Organization: Independent Community Bankers of Minnesota


Email: scottw@firstmnbank.com
Zip Code: 55387
Comment: As the MDA Commissioner stated , himself, in Northwest Minnesota, you


 have 2ft of Top Soil, 3 Feet of Aggregate and Course Material and 150 Feet
 of Blue Clay,...there is not going to be leaking into groundwater, but the Ksat
 test stated it would. So the testing is bad, and we need to go back to soil
 sampling to determine what is really Vulnerable Soils. I saying we need to
 delay this for an additional year of study and work. And then revisit it in
 August of 2018. Thanks.
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From: Rebecca Amidon
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 9:56:21 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mrs. Rebecca Amidon
2044 Thure Ave
St paul, MN 55116
6516997616
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From: Paul Dragseth
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017 8:20:04 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Paul Dragseth
32678 340th Ave SW
Climax, MN 56523
beetfarmer@live.com
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From: Miller, Ryan
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: 2018 Nitrogen Rule
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 12:14:39 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Larry


I saw that you have a new rule for 2018 regarding limited Nitrogen Fall applications.  Included in that email was a
 map of vulnerable areas.  Do you know of a way that I can get a shapefile of that geography?  I’d like to know what
 type of impact that may have on our territory.


Thanks


Ryan Miller


Ag Technology Development Specialist


w: 651.375.4574  /  c: 651.307.1603


rtmiller@landolakes.com <mailto:rtmiller@landolakes.com> 


MAIL: 1080 County Road F West, MS 5850, Shoreview MN 55126-2910


SHIP TO: 1080 County Road F West, MS 5840, Shoreview MN 55126-2910


winfieldunitedag.com


Winfield Solutions, LLC, a Land O'Lakes Company


This message may contain confidential material from Land O'Lakes, Inc. (or its subsidiary) for the sole use of the
 intended recipient(s) and may not be reviewed, disclosed, copied, distributed or used by anyone other than the
 intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and delete all
 copies of this message


This message may contain confidential material from Land O'Lakes, Inc. (or its subsidiary) for the sole use of the
 intended recipient(s) and may not be reviewed, disclosed, copied, distributed or used by anyone other than the
 intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and delete all
 copies of this message.
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From: Sean Collins
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 3:19:22 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be rewritten and consider
 the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have many maintenance and
 construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and showing levels of N higher than in the
 surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is
 determined. The MDA should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families. Farmers are already
 careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input that is vital for a good harvest. We do not
 want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the
 fall. Fall road restrictions could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is
 not adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These challenges and the
 economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next. Looking at soils and the
 conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule before any restriction is put on the use of N
 fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm families fairly. The
 rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be built upon sound science.


Regards,
Sean Collins
875 100th Ave SE
Murdock, MN 56271   <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/60865/21892871>
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 4:48:30 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Paul A. Trcka
Organization: CHS Inc.


Email: paul.trcka@chsinc.com
Zip Code: 55906
Comment: In regard to the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule, many of my customers are


 currently following the BMP's, they are careful of the rate of nitrogen applied
 because it is an expensive nutrient and they don't like seeing their dollars go
 down and out through the tile lines. Many growers have switched to spring
 and in-season application of nitrogen for the same reasons. Following the
 nitrogen rate calculator is difficult because many growers do not agree with
 the University of Minnesota of their recommendations for both nitrogen and
 phosphorus. It still appears that the MDA is following the one size fits all
 approach. In many cases growers are using nitrification inhibitors, applying
 nitrogen more closely to the time of uptake and not overapplying nitrogen. It
 appears from the studies that were done on the Root River Watershed and the
 work that the Discovery Farms is doing, agriculture has been doing a great
 job, however there is always room for improvement. Regarding Governor's
 Daytons Town Hall meetings it appeared that the concensus of the crowd who
 many who are not farming blame agriculture for much of the problem. Yet the
 Root River Watershed studies and the Discovery Farms research show
 otherwise. I live and work in these communities and if regulations get too
 stringent, who will produce the food. Last time I looked the grocery stores
 were full of people purchasing food. The one contradiction is how the MDA
 plans on working on this yet the livestock industry is handled by the MPCA?
 I hope at the end of the day, growers will voluntarily implement many of
 these practices and we don't have to go to regulation. As with anything, it
 only takes a few bad farm managers to screw it up for the ones who are
 trying!
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 4:39:56 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Rep. Dan Fabian
Organization: MN House of Representatives


Email: rep.dan.fabian@house.mn
Zip Code: 56751
Comment: I am writing in strong opposition to the Minnesota Department of


 Agriculture’s proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule on behalf of the citizens,
 farmers and constituents I represent in Minnesota House District 1A. First, I
 believe that the hardships this rule would create for farmers in Northwest
 Minnesota would be excessive, hurting our local agriculture industry, farm
 community and economy as a whole. Simply stated, the plan being put
 forward by MDA is ignoring the realities of farming. The short growing
 season in our area often necessitates fall application of fertilizer. Farmers
 want to be able to reduce the number of passes on the field in the spring and
 get right to planting as soon as possible when the weather and soil
 temperature allows it. Throw in the spring rains which can wash nitrogen
 fertilizer off the land if not applied in the fall along with spring road
 restrictions, and it already is a short timeline that farmers have to get their
 crops in the ground without the additional step of applying fertilizer. In
 Northwest Minnesota this rule could mean farmers are unable to meet all of
 their critical soil nutrient needs and possible crop failure. Additionally, I do
 not believe there is enough science-based evidence to justify this rule being
 implemented. Part 1 of the proposed rule restricts application in the fall and
 on frozen soils in "vulnerable groundwater areas". "Vulnerable groundwater
 areas" are identified based on certain soil hydrology and geological types.
 Yet, according to the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's own
 presentation, over 90 percent of private wells tested in vulnerable
 groundwater areas are below the nitrate standard. Part 2 of the proposed rule
 seems more objective in that it is based on actual measurements of nitrate
 concentrations in the groundwater. However, the science is not complete in
 pinpointing the source of the nitrate concentrations or how long it takes for
 surface water to become groundwater that is being tested. Even if we could
 determine that a high concentration of nitrate is a result of agricultural
 practices, it could be a generation or two from the past. It is a given that
 technological advances of modern farming practices such as precision
 farming are already keeping nitrogen fertilizers on the land and out of the
 water. Moreover, farmers operating on thin profit margins are extremely
 careful to apply only the amount of nitrogen that will stay on the land.
 Finally, this one-size-fits-all solution means that “vulnerable groundwater
 areas” do not reflect the actual soil types and geology as they can vary within
 a township, a section or even an individual farm. Taking in an entire section
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 when 51 percent is considered a vulnerable groundwater area, while
 excluding a section when 49 percent is a vulnerable groundwater area will be
 confusing at best, and may not get at the problem that MDA is attempting to
 solve. The definition and expanse of “vulnerable groundwater areas” is far too
 broad. In closing, while we all share the goal of clean water and a healthy
 environment, I believe as it stands now the draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule will
 do our state far more harm than good and should not be implemented. Dan
 Fabian State Representative, District 1A


 








From: Info, MDA (MDA)
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Friday, July 14, 2017 11:37:38 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment Form.


Name:   Rob Badger      
Organization:          
Email:   robbadger@hotmail.com  
Zip Code:        55964  
Comment:         We are concerned that there has not been enough research over time to determine what the nitrate in
 wells has been in past 30- 40 years. We know that certain soil naturally has nitrates in them, so certain wells at
 certain depths are going to have different levels of Nitrates in the water. How do we know what nitrate is coming
 from farmimg practices.       
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From: Ryan Barth
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Draft Rule
Date: Monday, July 24, 2017 7:10:37 AM


I attended the listening session in McIntosh, MN and was surprised to see a statewide rule being made. Even though
 there has been no testing done, we in the northern 1/3 to 1/2 of Minnesota are being regulated by results from
 totally different soils and landscape.  Also, the soil type map is way to broad and contains areas where water has 0
 chance of the kind of movement the rule restricts.  This rule is an overreach to say the least.


Ryan
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From: Pine Lake Wild Rice
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Peterson, Heidi (MDA); Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Re: MARL Connection
Date: Sunday, July 23, 2017 11:04:18 PM


Mr. Gunderson,


Thank you for the response.  I have read through the draft and reviewed our farm on the map.
  We have a handful of fields that appear to be in sections listed as vulnerable.  We do use fall
 applied Nitrogen, primarily in the form of coated/slow release urea or Anhydrous Ammonia
 following fall seeding.  These applications are either done late in the fall or just prior to
 flooding following BMP's developed in conjunction with the Soil Science Department at the
 University of Minnesota.  Due to the field infrastructure needed for our flooded growing
 conditions the applications are done inside of what I would refer to as a "closed" system
 making leaching very unlikely.  


We will continue to have industry representation at the appropriate meetings and I greatly
 appreciate your helping me with the information below.  If you would ever need any
 additional information that would help shed additional light on our unique production
 practices don't hesitate to contact me.


Again thank you for you time and assistance.


Peter Imle
Pine Lake Wild Rice, Inc.
47054 County Road 7
Gonvick, MN 56644
Office: (218) 268-4499
Cell: (218) 368-0704


On Jul 21, 2017, at 3:36 PM, Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
 wrote:


Hi Peter, this link is to the draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule on Minnesota Department of
 Agriculture’s website. - http://www.mda.state.mn.us/nfr
 
Click “Is my field in or out of a vulnerable groundwater area?” You will eventually get to
 a web viewer map that shows draft vulnerable groundwater areas.  You can zoom in. If
 an area meets any one of these criteria, it shows up as vulnerable on the map:
 


<!--[if !supportLists]-->1)      <!--[endif]-->Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity (Ksat) of
 the soil profile of greater than 1.4 inches per hour; or


<!--[if !supportLists]-->2)      <!--[endif]-->Karst geology
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<!--[if !supportLists]-->3)      <!--[endif]-->Near surface bedrock
 
There’s not much karst or near surface bedrock in the Gonvick, Gully Clearbrook area. If
 your area shows up as vulnerable, it likely indicates a coarse textured soil somewhere
 in the soil profile.  Note that this is a draft rule. We’re taking comments now and will
 revise the rule after the comment period, which ends August 25.
 
We’ll hold meetings in Roseau, Hawley and Warren next week.
 
Larry
 
Larry Gunderson, Supervisor
Fertilizer Technical Unit
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Robert Street North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
651-201-6168
Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us
 


From: Peter Imle [mailto:pinelakewildrice@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2017 9:01 AM
To: Peterson, Heidi (MDA) <heidi.peterson@state.mn.us>
Cc: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: RE: MARL Connection
 
Heidi,
 
Thank you very much for the reply and although I had prior commitments I will have
 people at the meeting today and also in St. Paul next week.  I will also review the
 presentation on the link you provided to start getting myself up to speed.
 
As for visiting the farm I would be happy to have you and/or the class up anytime.  Our
 class enjoyed seeing it as well and although it can seem pretty mundane for those of
 us that are here everyday it is a very different type of operation than what most are
 accustomed to.
 
Thank you again for the response and look forward to hear from Mr. Gunderson as
 well.
 
Peter Imle
 


From: Peterson, Heidi (MDA) [mailto:heidi.peterson@state.mn.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2017 7:38 AM
To: Peter Imle <pinelakewildrice@yahoo.com>
Cc: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
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Subject: RE: MARL Connection
 
Hi Peter,
I am very glad you reached out to me. Although I am not the one to answer the
 question, I can direct you to the correct person. I will cc Larry Gunderson on this email
 so that he could answer your question.
 
Larry could you please confirm with me that you are the correct person to answer this
 question for Peter?
 
On a different note Peter, I would like to come by your farm sometime when I am up in
 your area to see your production! I have not been to a wild rice farm, after meeting
 you I put in a note to Eriks that we should add that to a tour.
 
Thank you!
Heidi
 
 


Heidi Peterson, Ph.D.
Research Scientist
Clean Water Technical Assistance Unit
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Robert Street North
St. Paul, MN 55155-2538
Office Phone: 651-201-6014
www.mda.state.mn.us
 


 
 


From: Peter Imle [mailto:pinelakewildrice@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 11, 2017 2:22 PM
To: Peterson, Heidi (MDA) <heidi.peterson@state.mn.us>
Subject: MARL Connection
 
Dr. Peterson,
 
I hope that you remember me from your MARL meeting in Crookston earlier this
 spring.  It was a pleasure for me to meet with all of you and I enjoyed the
 conversation.  At that time you had passed along your contact information and I have
 run across an issue that I am hoping maybe you, or someone you know, could provide
 some technical help.  I have been reading through the Water Resource Protection
 Requirements, more commonly referred to as the Nitrogen Fertilizer rules, that came
 out of this springs legislative session.  Due to my growing potatoes I am aware of the
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 groundwater issues that have been raised particularly in the sand plains area of the
 state.  What I am puzzled about and what I am hoping you could help me with is any
 technical information regarding the vulnerable groundwater designations in the
 northwest.  I have not heard of any issues in our area and I would like to better
 understand the science behind the updated designations.  This may be well outside
 your scope and if so my apologies, however, any help you could provide would be
 greatly appreciated. 
 
I am hoping that I will have the opportunity to meet with your class again this winter
 during the Bemidji seminar and I thank you in advance for your time.
 
Sincerely,
 
Peter Imle
Pine Lake Wild Rice, Inc.
47054 County Road 7
Gonvick, MN 56644
Office: (218) 268-4499
Cell: (218) 368-0704
Home: (218) 487-5759
 








From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of sbplele@earthlink.net
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 7:56:29 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Sally Polk
540 Indian Mound St Apt 1D
Wayzata, MN 55391-3707
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 6:05:40 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Rodd Beyer
Organization: 


Email: 
Zip Code: 56296
Comment: Our well water is testing so low in nitrates that it is nearly undetectable. I think


 that proves farmers in our area are responsible with their Nitrogen application
 and don't require any more regulations. Also, many of the areas on the map
 are not accurate. Many farmers are now using GPS to put the right amount of
 Nitrogen in the right place at the right time. Farmers are using split
 applications of Nitrogen where it is necessary. Farmers do not want to waste
 money by over applying Nitrogen or applying too much at the wrong times.
 Farmers know their fields better than anyone else.
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 7:15:37 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Randy Ascheman
Organization: board member of Swift county Corn and Soybean Growers, Farmer


Email: rpascheman@fedtel.net
Zip Code: 56208
Comment: As a farmer, I own and operate land in the proposed area. I am opposed to the


 rule because I am currently using BMP's on my farm such as I do not apply
 Nitrogen on my susceptible soils in the fall and am currently in the process of
 being accepted into CSP where I will be using variable rate fertilizing. I feel
 we do not need more government telling us how to operate. We are concerned
 about our bottom line and we want to protect our soil, groundwater and our
 fertilizer investment by avoiding improper application of nitrogen. Nobody
 knows our land better than ourselves and I feel we, as farmers do not need
 more regulation. Thank You
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From: Russell Yttri
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 1:20:55 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mr. Russell Yttri
718 9th St.
Hudson, MN 55001
(715) 441-3654
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From: Perry Hulke
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 8:34:57 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be
 rewritten and consider the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have
 many maintenance and construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and
 showing levels of N higher than in the surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm
 families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is determined. The MDA
 should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families.
 Farmers are already careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input
 that is vital for a good harvest. We do not want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many
 areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the fall. Fall road restrictions
 could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is not
 adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These
 challenges and the economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been
 looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next.
 Looking at soils and the conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule
 before any restriction is put on the use of N fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm
 families fairly. The rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be
 built upon sound science.


Regards, 
Perry Hulke 
52108 Tc 80
Courtland, MN 56021 
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From: Smallgrains.org
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Comments on Fertilizer Rule
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 4:35:50 PM


Larry Gunderson
Pesticide and Fertilizer Management Division
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Roberts Street North
St. Paul, MN 55155-2538


Dear Mr. Gunderson,


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


I do not think a one-size-fits-all strategy is the best approach to maintaining or improving
 groundwater in a state as large and diverse as Minnesota. Instead of prohibiting fall nitrogen
 applications across the entire state based solely on soil type, you should take into account the
 many factors that reduce the risk of nitrate leaching in the different parts of the state,
 including northern and western Minnesota. You should take a regional approach and work
 with growers and other local experts to identify the best strategies, for each region, before
 regulating nitrogen applications as proposed in Part 1 of the rule.


By prohibiting fall applications of nitrogen in such a large area of Northwest Minnesota, you
 would be creating a major problem because we do not have the infrastructure, at supply
 companies and individual farms, to apply and incorporate all the acres in a very short
 application window in the spring. (Infrastructure includes: people, equipment, storage
 capacity and large distances between fields and to the fertilizer source-Mississippi River)
 There could be unintended consequences because P and K may be incorporated in the fall and
 N in the spring, causing more tillage and possible erosion in some situations. It would also
 raise the cost of production.


Nitrogen is expensive and I am doing whatever I can to keep it available for the crops that I
 grow. I use many different strategies to do this economically and I am always looking for
 additional ways. That is why research is so important.


I am not opposed to changing and adopting to new information or technology, however to
 make big changes, as proposed in Part 1, it would be good to know the changes are needed
 and will have a positive impact on our groundwater quality. I encourage you to seek out
 current well testing data and expand the monitoring of ground water in our area before
 regulating. I believe most of us are doing a good job of limiting nitrogen loss in order to keep
 it available for our crops to use. Research will help us do more.


Thank you for your willingness to listen and work with local and regional growers to find the
 best solutions. I understand you added additional listening sessions and extended the
 comment period in order to get additional input. I hope the input you are getting will
 encourage you to change Part 1 of the Rule so that regulation does not take place in regions
 that need additional testing and consideration of regional risk factors. I am willing to work
 with you and others to help identify regional factors that contribute significantly more or less
 risk. This along with testing should happen before the regulation in Part 1 takes place.
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Sincerely,


Peter Hvidsten


56757


hvidstenfarms@gmail.com


2184783503








From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
To: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: FW: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 11:02:34 AM


Another
 
Larry Gunderson, Supervisor
Fertilizer Technical Unit
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Robert Street North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
651-201-6168
Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us
 
From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us [mailto:MDA.Info@state.mn.us] 
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2017 3:48 PM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
 


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Robert Peters
Organization: Crop and Soil Aaociates, LLC


Email: prairieag@charter.net
Zip Code: 56334
Comment: The "Rule" states to use BMP practices when making manure applications in


 sensitive areas. In Pope county there are hog confinement barns on pivot
 corners that make fall application of manure to those irrigated acres. This has
 been allowed and is outlined in their "manure management plan". When I
 pushed the issue with Mn Dept of Ag professionals I was told the livestock
 people have a powerful lobby at the legislature. Is this practice going to be
 corrected?
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From: Sandra Carlin
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017 6:51:35 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Ms. Sandra Carlin
137 Montrose Pl
Saint Paul, MN 55104
612-232-1895
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of srlund@tds.net
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 8:36:30 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Scott Lundquist
7620 60th St NE
Spicer, MN 56288-9636
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From: Ryan Wondercheck
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 5:38:32 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be rewritten and consider
 the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have many maintenance and
 construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and showing levels of N higher than in the
 surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is
 determined. The MDA should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families. Farmers are already
 careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input that is vital for a good harvest. We do not
 want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the
 fall. Fall road restrictions could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is
 not adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These challenges and the
 economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next. Looking at soils and the
 conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule before any restriction is put on the use of N
 fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm families fairly. The
 rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be built upon sound science.


Regards,
Ryan Wondercheck
42711 230th St
Lamberton, MN 56152   <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/60865/21895857>
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 9:25:22 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Phillip Docken
Organization: Universal Life Church


Email: 
Zip Code: 55418
Comment: Dear Sirs and Madams, Thank you for addressing the serious issue of


 groundwater contamination. I am not a soil scientist, nor am I living in a rural
 area. However, my interest in the issue stems from what I believe to be an
 urgent need to restore our ecosystems to a natural state. The use of organic
 farming methods is obviously the ultimate goal. Mitigation of nitrogen and
 nitrates in our water is but the first of many steps that must be taken to restore
 viability of life and health in our great state. Thank you so much for the
 initiative to begin this process. I urge lawmakers to draw up a rule that is
 strict, enforceable and fair to farmers who are in transition from artificial
 methods to those which are sustainable and respectful of the environment.
 Thank you for your work! Sincerely, Phil Docken, Minneapolis
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of sally.allen@target.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 10:01:11 AM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Sally Allen
3523 Colfax Ave N
Minneapolis, MN 55412-2549
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From: Roots Return Heritage Farm
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Re: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule comments
Date: Wednesday, August 02, 2017 8:36:39 AM


Thank you Larry. Below is what I was trying to submit in the box on your site...


________________________________


Hello, please consider incorporating the following into your rule. I also have comments at the
 end if you would please consider in order to get any improvements in at the farm level:


(2.18-2.19) How does anyone get to the heart of who the responsible party is, when so many
 acres are rented? Where is the written agreements that discuss the renting of land across MN?
 Is the state really going to track them down, and how will this rule enforce/ensure responsible
 parties are identified. Please confirm this with further language.
(5.18-5.23) Why are you allowing ~320 acres worth of vulnerable land, or any land for that
 matter to have fall application of any direct and excess nitrogen? Why aren't you enticing
 alternative practices (BMP's) for fall applications of covers, or other naturally-derived
 materials that don't cause a concern to Minnesota's groundwater, and while they enrich the
 very soil they're trying to grow on?
(8.19-8.22) what kind of agricultural emergency dictates anyone, anywhere should further
 pollute water in order to get nitrogen on their field? Isn't that what agriculture insurance
 programs and subsidy payments are for? This should be changed and not included; period.
 There is no emergency allowance to pollute water, and don't bow to those who say there is. In
 the fall there is an emergency? Really?
(9.1-9.22) Why are you waiting for 9 yrs to determine that any township is losing the battle
 with nitrogen issues and needs to 'have mitigation level raised'? They would all be in trouble
 already, and corrective actions including fines should have already been implemented. Giving
 people 9 yrs to comply with something that you say is dire, is ridiculous. We must not have a
 problem.


I really can't believe only wells are being tested. Why aren't above ground sources being tested
 with MN PCA, along with this rule and where they're designating 'vulnerable sites'? They've
 been tracking those for years, and today I can read on a map where they say waters are in
 danger, from nitrogen & phosphorus run-off. Water is water; it travels in the ditches, streams,
 rivers and lakes and also infiltrates into ground water. The fact that this rule is so short-
sighted is the reason it will do nothing to protect any groundwater in MN, and hence the
 Governor may be trying, but it appears oversight is going to be very lax, as are most things in
 MN. We need tougher, stricter measures in order for the needle to move anywhere near the
 positive.


There needs to be much tighter reins put on pollution, polluters and the excessive use of
 nitrogen that harms our drinking and recreation supply; period. I fear all the work you've put
 into this will fall short, and for that I'm sad that state agencies continually succumb to the
 loudest farmer out there getting paid weather all that crop comes in or not, and doesn't instead
 listen to the whole population, knowing he/she has skin in the game. Everyone who's a
 drinker or user of water needs to do their part. Gov Dayton will not get his wish of 25% better
 water quality by 2025 with this, among other very lax rules. This is the reason we got to
 where we are, and tougher measures are indeed needed.
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Provide incentive with cover crops or start pushing enrolling acres into CRP; there's dozens of
 programs out there at the local, state and federal levels that will pay farmers sometimes at or
 above their per acre prices they get at the end of the year. If the land and subsequent crop
 needs so much nitrogen, why doesn't the farmer/agronomist realize this and take it out of
 production? The land at that point is telling you something. Incentives/$ is the object here
 when you don't have all folks caring about the very environment they live in. There are no
 exceptions anymore for anybody; everyone is accountable, and water doesn't care where our
 parcel boundary or waterway designations are. Farmers have a lot of accountability for this
 issue, as does everyone else. No more loose rules please and start fining those who misuse,
 and don't care about the environment around them. Just how bad does it all have to get? At
 40% unusable lakes, don't you think its time?


Thank you.


Lori D. Cox, Owner/Operator
Roots Return Heritage Farm, LLC
14525 County Road 40
Carver, MN 55315
425-241-2515
'Like' us on Facebook 
or find us on Shopify, MN Grown, Agrilicious, LocalHarvest.org
MN Ag Water Quality Certified Farm
NFU/NACD Soil Health Champion Network Farm


On Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 8:22 AM, Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
 wrote:


Hi Lori, I’m not sure why you are receiving the error. Go ahead and email your comments directly
 to me. You can just reply to this email.


 


Larry


 


Larry Gunderson, Supervisor


Fertilizer Technical Unit


Minnesota Department of Agriculture
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625 Robert Street North


St. Paul, Minnesota 55155


651-201-6168


Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us


 


From: Roots Return Heritage Farm [mailto:rootsreturn@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 01, 2017 2:26 PM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule comments


 


Hello Larry,


I'm getting the following error, but no red underlines, no nothing to indicate where the
 problem might be...can you help me on the site? I don't know what this error means. I've
 indicated comments stating specifically even what the numbered lines are in your draft rule.


 


The comment field contains content that may present a security risk. Please enter appropriate information


 


Thank you,


 


Lori D. Cox, Owner/Operator


Roots Return Heritage Farm, LLC


14525 County Road 40


Carver, MN 55315


425-241-2515


'Like' us on Facebook 


or find us on Shopify, MN Grown, Agrilicious, LocalHarvest.org


MN Ag Water Quality Certified Farm


NFU/NACD Soil Health Champion Network Farm
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From: Rodney Jorgenson
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 9:40:04 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.  We should have learned this from the buffer law,
 where there were obvious instances where buffers would have little to no impact on stream/river water, yet the law
 did little to consider the circumstances of that particular watershed. 


 Groundwater nitrogen comes from many sources, and limiting N applications is no guarantee that well N levels will
 go down.  I've used U of M Nitrogen guidelines for years, when Gyles Randall, Soil Scientist with the U of M
 Waseca Outreach Center did research on my farm, along with other farms in southern Minnesota.  We found that
 less than 100 pounds of actual N often yielded the highest economic return.  Even so, N levels in our water have
 been on the high side.  We get along fine with a reverse osmosis system to treat drinking water.


I wonder how the Department will measure the effectiveness of the proposed restrictions it plans to put into place,
 and what happens if those restrictions have little to no impact on reducing nitrogen in ground water.  If we're
 serious about clean water, we need to make sure regulations put into place have actual results, and if they don't,
 they shouldn't stand.


Sincerely,


Rodney Jorgenson
27100 625th St
Kasson, MN 55944
rodj99@aol.com
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From: Scott Schweer
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 6:30:05 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Scott Schweer
62898 127th St
Minnesota Lake, MN 56068
schscott@bevcomm.net
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From: Roger Hommerding
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 10:30:03 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Having spent 60 years on farms I have learned that Farmers truly love their land. In the large majority of cases they
 know and do what is best for the land and our population.
In our area, land owners are so overlapped with governmental organizations that it has become a power struggle
 between the governmental organizations, not about what is best for land preservation and future generations.


Sincerely,


Roger Hommerding
16806 County Road 21
Watkins, MN 55389
rfh426@gmail.com
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From: Ryan O"Leary
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 4:00:07 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Ryan O'Leary
870 70th St SW
Danvers, MN 56231
ryan65oleary@gmail.com
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From: Sara DeKok
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 12:05:23 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Ms. Sara DeKok
314 Warwick St
St. Paul, MN 55105
608-628-4749
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From: Robert Lindeman
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Monday, August 21, 2017 8:00:05 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Robert Lindeman
15172 30th St
Brownton, MN 55312
lindebj@yahoo.com
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From: Scott Olson
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Sunday, August 20, 2017 10:10:05 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Scott Olson
31353 Csah 31
Litchfield, MN 55355
scottolson8187@gmail.com
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From: Sean Collins
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 3:20:04 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers.  We do our best to utilize our resources, for both
 economic and personal reasons.  However, I urge the Department to do away with the first part of the proposed rule
 and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that work on each farm, rather than
 another one-size fits all approach.  This one size fits all approach will only have a negative effect on rural
 Minnesota, instead of working together to achieve realistic goals based on sound science and monitoring
 techniques. 


Please stop the implementation of this rule!!


Sincerely,


Sean Collins
875 100th Ave SE
Murdock, MN 56271
sean@collinsfamilyfarms.com
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 9:20:50 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Richard Syverson
Organization: Syverson Family Farms


Email: rvsyverson@mvtvwireless.com
Zip Code: 56226
Comment: As a farmer who operates in one of the vulnerable areas as described by this


 rule, I have major concerns about it. I utilize the services of a crop consultant
 and we together put together a fertilizer plan that provides adequate nutrients
 for my crops and protects the environment. We have grid sampled the entire
 farm and apply all fertilizer on a variable rate, as needed basis. There have
 been no instances to my knowledge of any wells in my area exceeding any of
 the limits in the rule. I believe the imppication of that is that I, and my
 neighbors, are already being good stewards of fertilizer products and any
 restriction that takes management of those products out of our hands is
 counter productive for water quality. Specifically, I have an issue with the 20
 pound limit on DAP and Map and fall application. As these products contain
 N in the ammonioum form, they are unlikely to cause any problem with
 leaching over the winter. I agree that they should not be applied on frozen
 ground, but that is unheard of in my area. Perhaps the rule could be improved
 by removing that restriction on fall applications and retaining it for frozen
 ground. I am concerned that this rule will spend many state resources trying
 to regulate farmers in areas that do not have groundwater N problems instead
 of focusing on the areas of the state where we truly do have nitrogen in
 groundwater that can be actually linked to fertilizer applications. This rule
 seems to be an issue of using the wrong tool for the job, something like a
 hunter going to the field with a shotgun when a rifle is needed. Respectfully,
 Richard Syverson
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of sjgreenwood@q.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 10:41:29 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


       I.  There is no legal or financial accountability for agricultural practices that pollution Minnesota's groundwater
 by use of nitrogen fertilizers.  Treating groundwater for high nitrates and/or providing a secondary water source
 (bottled water) is very expensive for private persons. 


     II.  State laws must be written to protect our groundwater, not just drinking water supplies.  The increase in
 nitrates in Minnesota groundwater is now well documented. Actions must be taken to stop the this increase in
 groundwater nitrates.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Stephen Greenwood
1111 Argyle St
Saint Paul, MN 55103-1003
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From: Ray Christensen
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 12:40:06 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely, Ray Christensen


Sincerely,


Ray Christensen
23277 135th St
Hanska, MN 56041
shoreview@sleepyeyetel.net
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 9:00:37 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Robert Matthys
Organization: Self employed farmer


Email: Rmatthys@frontiernet.net
Zip Code: 56229
Comment: I farm in Lyon County in southwestern Minnesota, when I look at the maps I


 have very small areas that show up as brown areas which amount to less than
 a couple of acres on a full 190 acre field. To restrict fall nitrogen application
 on such a small area will not change anything with groundwater and cause
 unnecessary burden and expense to myself and my local coop who helps me
 manage my nitrogen program. There needs to be a common sense solution to
 dealing with these very small areas within a field to allow farmers to apply
 some nitrogen to these areas in the fall and follow up with supplementary
 nitrogen in the spring.
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of salina_amey@hotmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 6:21:27 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Salina Amey
283 Curtice St E
Saint Paul, MN 55107-3105
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From: Robin Johnson
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Comments on Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
Date: Friday, July 28, 2017 8:59:42 AM


Dear Mr. Gunderson,
 
After attending the Listening Session in Warren today I feel the need to ask those working on the
 fertilizer rule to take into account the major differences between northwest Minnesota and the
 other crop producing areas of our state.  One of the major differences is the length of our season. 
 Since we are so short of time if we weren’t allowed to do fall application there is no way everyone
 would get things properly done in the spring.  There would not be adequate equipment, labor or
 even fertilizer to do the job.  We have been through product shortages in the past as we are on the
 end of the pipeline and the needs of those south of us are met before we get more fertilizer than
 what was stored prior to season.  This has happened in springs where there was nitrogen applied in
 the preceding fall so one can only imagine what it might be without any.
 
I also feel that we do not have the problems they have elsewhere.  It was upsetting to see us
 included in this proposed ruling when there had not been much for science applied to our region. 
 Until studies show we have a problem, or at least the start of one, I don’t think we should be forced
 to take a cure for a disease we don’t have.
 
As pointed out at the meeting, farmers in this area are very proactive, using the best technology,
 hiring expert consultants, and need to be sharp businessmen to survive the economic climate we
 are in.  Over application of fertilizer does not fit the business plan as we can’t afford any
 unnecessary input costs.
 
I ask that this region not be included in this regulation.
 
Respectfully,
 
Robin Johnson
 
robinj@invisimax.com
 
218-201-0301
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From: Rodney Hoffbeck
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Saturday, August 26, 2017 8:20:41 AM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be rewritten and consider
 the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have many maintenance and
 construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and showing levels of N higher than in the
 surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is
 determined. The MDA should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families. Farmers are already
 careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input that is vital for a good harvest. We do not
 want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the
 fall. Fall road restrictions could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is
 not adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These challenges and the
 economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next. Looking at soils and the
 conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule before any restriction is put on the use of N
 fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm families fairly. The
 rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be built upon sound science.


Regards,
Rodney Hoffbeck
28355 MN-67
Redwood Falls, MN 56283   <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/60865/21889966>
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From: Riley Maanum
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 4:50:04 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Riley Maanum
1126 18 1/2 St N
Moorhead, MN 56560
riley.maanum@fbmn.org
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From: Sean DeKok
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 1:17:23 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sean DeKok
314 Warwick St
Saint Paul, MN 55105
6122170389
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From: Ryan Thelemann
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 8:43:49 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be
 rewritten and consider the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have
 many maintenance and construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and
 showing levels of N higher than in the surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm
 families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is determined. The MDA
 should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families.
 Farmers are already careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input
 that is vital for a good harvest. We do not want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many
 areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the fall. Fall road restrictions
 could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is not
 adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These
 challenges and the economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been
 looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next.
 Looking at soils and the conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule
 before any restriction is put on the use of N fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm
 families fairly. The rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be
 built upon sound science.


Regards, 
Ryan Thelemann 
27599 Lexington Rd
Le Sueur, MN 56058 
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From: Smallgrains.org
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Comments on Fertilizer Rule
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 4:36:36 PM


Larry Gunderson
Pesticide and Fertilizer Management Division
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Roberts Street North
St. Paul, MN 55155-2538


Dear Mr. Gunderson,


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


I do not think a one-size-fits-all strategy is the best approach to maintaining or improving
 groundwater in a state as large and diverse as Minnesota. Instead of prohibiting fall nitrogen
 applications across the entire state based solely on soil type, you should take into account the
 many factors that reduce the risk of nitrate leaching in the different parts of the state,
 including northern and western Minnesota. You should take a regional approach and work
 with growers and other local experts to identify the best strategies, for each region, before
 regulating nitrogen applications as proposed in Part 1 of the rule.


By prohibiting fall applications of nitrogen in such a large area of Northwest Minnesota, you
 would be creating a major problem because we do not have the infrastructure, at supply
 companies and individual farms, to apply and incorporate all the acres in a very short
 application window in the spring. (Infrastructure includes: people, equipment, storage
 capacity and large distances between fields and to the fertilizer source-Mississippi River)
 There could be unintended consequences because P and K may be incorporated in the fall and
 N in the spring, causing more tillage and possible erosion in some situations. It would also
 raise the cost of production.


Nitrogen is expensive and I am doing whatever I can to keep it available for the crops that I
 grow. I use many different strategies to do this economically and I am always looking for
 additional ways. That is why research is so important.


I am not opposed to changing and adopting to new information or technology, however to
 make big changes, as proposed in Part 1, it would be good to know the changes are needed
 and will have a positive impact on our groundwater quality. I encourage you to seek out
 current well testing data and expand the monitoring of ground water in our area before
 regulating. I believe most of us are doing a good job of limiting nitrogen loss in order to keep
 it available for our crops to use. Research will help us do more.


Thank you for your willingness to listen and work with local and regional growers to find the
 best solutions. I understand you added additional listening sessions and extended the
 comment period in order to get additional input. I hope the input you are getting will
 encourage you to change Part 1 of the Rule so that regulation does not take place in regions
 that need additional testing and consideration of regional risk factors. I am willing to work
 with you and others to help identify regional factors that contribute significantly more or less
 risk. This along with testing should happen before the regulation in Part 1 takes place.
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Sincerely,


Robert Proulx


56750


bobproulx@arvig.net








From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 11:03:28 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Scott Linge
Organization: 


Email: sglinge@yahoo.com
Zip Code: 55428
Comment: I like the rule as written. I know many hours were spent by experts and


 politicians alike to come to this point. Ten years from now, we may have
 better science and change it, but this is needed now to protect our children.
 Sincerely, Scott Linge Crystal, MN
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of prgconsulting@prodigy.net
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 6:26:24 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Philip Rampi
2150 Jefferson Ave
Saint Paul, MN 55105-1303
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From: Rosalie Musachio
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Re: Automatic reply: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Sunday, August 20, 2017 4:22:03 PM


I need clean water in  the Minnesota lakes.  I also need responsible Minnesota farmers.  Get to
 work revising your Nitrogen Fertilizer rule.


Rosalie N. Musachio


On Sun, Aug 20, 2017 at 3:50 PM, Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
 wrote:


If this is a comment on the draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule, your comment has been received.
 Thank you for taking the time to comment.


 


If you have a question on the draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule or the public comment period,
 contact Katie Wolf at 651-201-6659.


 


The draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule public comment period ends Friday, August 25.
 Additional information on the draft rule is available at www.mda.state.mn.us/nfr


 


Contact Bruce Montgomery at 651-201-6178 if you need something immediately.


 


Thanks,


 


Larry


-- 


Regards,
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Rosalie N. Musachio
Attorney at Law








From: Peter Anthony
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 2:00:04 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed MDA Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule. After reviewing the
 proposed rule along with the draft vulnerable groundwater map, I am concerned that the proposal has serious flaws
 that would lead to future problems of all sorts, ranging from headaches to misallocation of resources and economic
 loss for the public, for farmers, and for the Department of Agriculture.


First, there are scientific problems of scale. One, the proposed rule states that University of Minnesota rate
 guidelines should be implemented on a township scale. These rate guidelines have been developed by averaging
 nitrogen response curves over many locations and many years. They are not designed to state the correct nitrogen
 rate every year on a township scale, let alone a site-specific scale. Second, the draft vulnerable groundwater map
 identifies many areas that are only fractions of an acre in size as being vulnerable groundwater areas. The soil
 surveys for most of the state of Minnesota were created at a scale of 1:20,000, and the precise identification of
 vulnerable groundwater areas of such small size is a misapplication of the NRCS soil maps.


Second, there are scientific problems of method. One, 1573.0050 A (4) (b) i. calls for use of nitrogen for corn using,
 at a minimum, the 0.10 N/corn price ratio as defined in Fertilizing Corn in Minnesota. This is arbitrary and a
 complete misuse of these authors’ scientific work. Two, the details of the township well testing program indicate
 that wells testing high in nitrate, triggering a site visit from MDA personnel, will be flushed for 15 minutes prior to
 sampling. This flush time has been found to be appropriate in some cases for high-capacity wells but inadequate in
 others (Zlotnik et al., 1993, Sampling of Non-Point Source Contamination in High-Capacity Wells). In most
 Minnesota rural households, 15 minutes is unlikely to completely purge the pressure tank and plumbing, let along
 the well and the water in the aquifer surrounding the casing. The result is over-estimation of groundwater nitrate
 levels.
Third, a very serious problem is a problem of the unknown. 1573.0010 Subpart 12 defines Nitrogen fertilizer best
 management practices as “practices for nitrogen use developed and adopted by the commissioner….” It is
 extremely troubling that not only are these practices unstated, but that the procedures for establishing them are
 unstated as well.
There are a number of other details that are confusing or appear to be worded without much care. For example,
 1573.0030 Subp. 2. E. appears to limit fall application of nitrogen for research purposes in vulnerable groundwater
 areas to 20 acres or less. Twenty acres of research on fall-applied nitrogen in vulnerable groundwater areas will not
 get us very far. As another example, 1573.0050 A (4) (b) i. reads, as currently written, that nitrogen rates below the
 University of Minnesota acceptable range are equally as non-compliant as rates exceeding the acceptable range.
In summary, the proposed rule has serious flaws and should not be finalized. The Department of Agriculture has not
 provided evidence linking private well nitrate levels to agricultural nitrogen fertilizer use, nor has it shown that
 implementing the proposal can have any effect on private well nitrate levels. Some of the flaws in the details of the
 rule have been listed above, and I will not tire you with a more exhaustive list.
Sincerely,
Peter Anthony
Ph.D., Soil Science
Farmer, Nicollet County, MN


Sincerely,


Peter M. Anthony
42505 County Road 15
Saint Peter, MN 56082
peteranthony100@hotmail.com
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From: Random
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Rule comments
Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017 5:54:57 PM


Hello, 


I believe the proposed rules are much too weak and will further endanger
 our waters. In particular, 


1. This rule should apply to ALL groundwater, not just the water identified in
 the proposed MDA rules. This rule should strengthen the goal of the 1989
 Groundwater Protection Act, and if anything, be stricter since we are still
 plagued with polluted groundwater. 


2. MDA must be allowed to act to regulate groundwater contamination even
 if local landowners adopt approved farming practices when those practices
 do not reduce pollution. Rules should allow flexibility for MDA to regulate
 given situations where pollution occurs. 


3. The rules rely on agricultural Best Management Practices which are
 designed to maximize farm profit, not to meet water quality standards. Profit
 should not play a role here--rules should address what is needed to protect
 water, period. 
 
Thank You, 
Sharon LeMay
22959 Erskin Street NE
East Bethel, MN 55005
651-234-7773
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From: Ryan Martens
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 12:00:03 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


How do you propose to enforce such a law?  How about mda go after the real problem, city people who do lawn
 fertilizer.  Anyone who applies is over applying.  All that goes directly to storm drains and lakes or rivers! 


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Ryan Martens
3008 Flintstone St
Mora, MN 55051
rjmartens83@gmail.com
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of wardellgaertnerbecky47@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 4:41:29 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Rebecca Gaertner
4717 DuPont Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55419-5323
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From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
To: Berg, Jeffrey (MDA)
Subject: FW: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 9:48:18 AM


Here's a comment that was just submitted.


Larry


Larry Gunderson, Supervisor
Fertilizer Technical Unit
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Robert Street North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
651-201-6168
Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us


-----Original Message-----
From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com [mailto:mailagent@thesoftedge.com] On Behalf Of rodlehn@gmail.com
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 9:46 AM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Rod Lehn
4765 Debra Lane
Shoreview, MN 55126
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From: Sharon Natzel
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Public Comment by Private Citizen
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 11:26:20 PM


Dear Larry,
Thank you for letting us comment on the Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule and for the overview of the rule and process in the
 Wadena area.


Here are my comments as a private citizen from the 56470 area


Thank you for providing the overview in Wadena of the concepts of Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule & the comment
 process.  The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed do not protect our private drinking water wells of varying depths,
 our groundwater and our lakes in our area from nitrogen fertilizer or other types of chemical pollution used in the
 production of crops or animals. 


In addition, I suggest that the rules do not honor the 1989 groundwater protection act, reduces regulatory authority if
 farm operators adopt certain farming practices even if contamination is still severe. We need clean groundwater,
 lakes, and safe drinking water forever. 


Please work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws.  We are moving to a one
 watershed one plan approach to lake management.  Agriculture should work side-by-side with us .


When groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated, the number that triggers intervention should be
 much less than 10%...  like 2%.


The study population methodology was flawed in the original nitrogen fertilizer rule analysis from my perspective. 
 We had a private shallow well.  We have had it tested for nitrates for free at the SWCD.  It is above the
 recommended limit and we use a distiller for drinking water.  However, we were not asked to complete a survey. 
 Our neighbor has a well, dug by contractor and yet was not contacted to participate.


Did you know that the county GIS system here in Hubbard County allows for your ability to extract the pertinate
 homes and addresses for the lakeshore.   As a private citizen, I am not able to find out what to test for in my water
 as far as the pesticides, fungicides, etc….  Yet, if I was one of the selected individuals for an ag study due to nitrates
 higher than normal, then the person is asked if want to test for free on an additional test which is the pesticide. 


Use the standard fee structure.
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In determining if 10% of wells are contaminated or not, there was a serious flaw in determining if some/all of the
 lakeshore owners and other township / county users are provided the role.


Sincerely,  Sharon Natzel at 763-355-7908. 








From: Randy Kramer
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Sunday, August 20, 2017 3:32:13 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be
 rewritten and consider the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have
 many maintenance and construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and
 showing levels of N higher than in the surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm
 families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is determined. The MDA
 should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families.
 Farmers are already careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input
 that is vital for a good harvest. We do not want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many
 areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the fall. Fall road restrictions
 could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is not
 adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These
 challenges and the economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been
 looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next.
 Looking at soils and the conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule
 before any restriction is put on the use of N fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm
 families fairly. The rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be
 built upon sound science.


Regards, 
Randy Kramer 
42808 Co Rd 11
Bird Island, MN 55310 
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From: Ronald lanctot
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 12:10:03 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Ronald lanctot
29230 160th Ave SW
Crookston, MN 56716
ronlanctot@gmail.com
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From: Info, MDA (MDA)
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Thursday, July 20, 2017 4:08:07 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment Form.


Name:   Reed Engelstad  
Organization:          
Email:   reed.engelstad@yahoo.com       
Zip Code:        56750  
Comment:         I think you are making up a problem so that you can fix something that is not proven to be a
 problem. This will create a major problem in the spring for farmers, applicators, suppliers, truckers. But if it doesn't
 affect you, you don't care. This law needs to be changed farmers are better stewards of the land then people that live
 in the city. There is no way everything can get done in the spring. This state is making it very difficult to make a
 living.     
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 3:49:55 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Roger Gilland
Organization: Producer


Email: Rgilland@hotmail.com
Zip Code: 56288
Comment: As a producer in SW Minnesota I am totally opposed to the draft nitrogen rule.


 It is an example of government overreach into controlling agricultural
 production. There is already too much bureaucracy involved in agricultural
 production and adding another layer of government will not help either the
 environment or production agriculture.We as producers do not apply nitrogen
 fertilizer or any other agricultural input in such a manner as to waste the
 product and spend more money per bushel of production than is necessary.
 We are in a commodity business and there is no room for waste or increased
 cost per unit of production.
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 9:44:20 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Richard Wurtzberger
Organization: Minnesota Farm Bureau


Email: rwurtzberger44@gmail.com
Zip Code: 56085
Comment: Water testing has to be through dedicated Monitoring wells. Nebraska has


 already done the research. Minnesota must follow this research.
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From: Shelley Hines
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 8:36:45 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Shelley Hines
5540 Candy Cove Trl SE
Prior Lake, MN 55372
9524477298
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From: Ronnie Tang
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Fall Fertilizer Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 10:26:34 PM


Mr. Gunderson:        I would like to object to eliminating  fall spreading of nitrogen.
 If I view the map correctly my land south of Felton would fall into this category. I
 was always told to look at the C.E.C ( Cation Exchange Capacity ) number on a soil
 test and take it times 10 to approximate the amount of nitrogen the soil can hold
 without leaching. My soils usually run from 20 to 30. I am not sure that Ksat
 reading is the best indicator of leachable soils. The western edge of the map seems
 to split some of my land. One side of the road says I could not spread fall nitrogen,
 where right across the road says I could spread with basically the same soil. We
 have made changes over the years and now spread some fields with a reduced rate
 of N in the fall and come back with liquid nitrogen in the summer. However, there
 is no way that we or the CO-OP’s could spread everything in the spring. Also, my
 friend who lives right in the middle of this restricted area told me his well was
 tested and had a reading of 0.3 ppm and he spreads all around his farm in the fall.
 Thank you for listening these comments and please look at other methods of
 determining which soils are very leachable. Thank you.
 
Ronnie Tang            rtang3443@feltontel.net             701-866-6575
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From: Scott Wakefield
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 5:20:04 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Scott Wakefield
12620 County Road 30
Waconia, MN 55387
scottw@firstmnbank.com
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of pmdensmore@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 4:01:18 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Paul Densmore
800 W 65th St #102
Minneapolis, MN 55423-1304
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From: Scott Hildebrandt
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 7:10:03 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Scott Hildebrandt
35205 73rd St
Waseca, MN 56093
sbhenterprise@gmail.com
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From: Ralph Bartz, D
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017 7:50:06 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Ralph Bartz D
2208 16th Ave SE
Austin, MN 55912
ralphbartzpe@yahoo.com
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From: norfarmfieldservices@centurytel.net
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 8:58:47 AM


Dear Mr. Gunderson,


My name is Rob Sando and I work for Norfarm Seeds Inc. in Roseau, MN as a crop
 consultant. Norfarm Seeds is a family owned business since 1960 and we condition & market
 the highest quality seed through a global network of grass seed companies with a specialized
 staff. 


I attended the meeting that was held in Roseau at the end of July. I have concerns for the
 proposed blanket proposal on fertilizer application during the fall season of the year. At
 Norfarm we work on a continuing basis with farmers from Roseau to Warren, Mahnomen,
 Macintosh, Winger, Fertile, Thief River Falls, Crookston and even into North Dakota. Turf
 grass seed production contributes a vital part of the local economy and as part of the
 management plan for the grass crops that we work with (Perennial Ryegrass, Reed Canary
 Grass, Tall Fescue, Bluegrass and Native grasses) fall application of nitrogen is an integral
 part of the overall management plan. I think that an exception to the rule would be any crop
 that is established should have priority for application in the fall.


The Farmers today are I believe good stewards of the ground they are currently farming. The
 current economics are more frugal and there are more precise farming practices that are
 currently being used. I do hope that you take into consideration the grass seed farming in NW
 Minnesota and any other farming practices across the state. 


Thank You,
Rob Sando
Norfarm Seeds Inc.
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From: Robert Olson
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Kari Olson; Nicole Strafelda
Subject: nitrogen fertilizer rule
Date: Friday, July 28, 2017 3:15:05 PM


Larry,


Thanks for the opportunity to voice our concerns at the meeting in Hawley last night.


I only heard about this possible rule and meeting a couple of days ago.


After the meeting, I did check on your map and was shocked that some of my land was in this area.


I also agree that you need to recheck your maps, as there is lots of clay under the sandy loam top soil.


I truly believe you need to redo your maps or develop a completely new plan for the NW part of MN.


It is not fair to make us all live under rules because other areas mismanaged  N application in the past.


Most farmers that don’t manage N properly are out of business by now as it makes no economic sense at all.


I have not applied fall N for years except for P&K and what fall cover crops might need.


Am I allowed to apply fall N for my cover crops?


This new ruling will not affect me at this time, however I am experimenting with cover crops and no-till and would
 hate to go back to conventional farming if these regulations continue.


I truly believe the farmers of today are the best protectors of the environment and why not let them do their job.


If we continue to let politicians, environmentalists  and government run agriculture, I really do worry about our
 water and future food supply.


Increased regulations hurt the smaller farmers and fertilizer dealers the worst and will force farmers to get bigger or
 get out.


I am trying to get 2 of my daughters into farming, but with continued regulations, don’t know what the future of
 small farms are.


I know of no other profession than farming, who have a passion for the environment and love feeding the world.


Let us do our Job!


Thanks for letting me vent.


Rob Olson


rof@arvig.net <mailto:rof@arvig.net>


701-318-0946
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From: Ray Johnson
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Monday, August 21, 2017 2:40:04 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Ray Johnson


Sincerely,


Ray Johnson, Clay County
7333 70th St N
Glyndon, MN 56547
rbj4218@gmail.com
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From: Robert Roelofs
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 1:20:05 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Robert Roelofs
15436 521st Ave
Garden City, MN 56034
roelofs1980@hotmail.com
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From: Solveig Steine
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Fertilizer Technical Unit
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 12:36:59 PM


Good afternoon Larry - please help us minimize nitrate-nitrogen contamination in our groundwater and drinking
 water.  Thank you - Solveig Steine, Winona Mn


Sent from my iPad
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From: Roger Heller
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017 9:40:04 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely, Roger Heller


Sincerely,


Roger Heller
309 E Oak Ave
Olivia, MN 56277
rheller31@yahoo.com
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From: PAUL BRUTLAG
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 5:40:04 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


PAUL BRUTLAG, WENDELL MN 56590
27113 County Road 11
Wendell, MN 56590
paul.brutlag@runestone.net
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From: ronald kassulker
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 7:40:06 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


ronald kassulker
16535 Utah Dr
Mayer, MN 55360
ronald.kassulker@frontiernet.net
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From: Philip Friedlund
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 7:48:31 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Philip Friedlund
118 Virginia St
St. Paul, MN 55102
6512272514
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From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
To: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: FW: Public comment on draft vulnerable groundwater area map
Date: Tuesday, September 12, 2017 11:50:58 AM
Attachments: MN DNR groundwater contamination susceptibility.png


 
 
Larry Gunderson, Supervisor
Fertilizer Technical Unit
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Robert Street North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
651-201-6168
Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us
 
From: Rob Proulx [mailto:robproulx50@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 25, 2017 1:31 PM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Re: Public comment on draft vulnerable groundwater area map
 
Dear Mr. Gunderson:
 
My first email was accidentally submitted before it was completed.  This is my completed message.  I apologize for
 any confusion.
 
I submit for your consideration my comment on MDA's Draft Vulnerable Groundwater Area Map (hereafter 'the
 MDA map').  I have a number of concerns regarding your methodology:
 
1) With the exception of areas in southeastern and southwestern MN, virtually all agricultural soils identified in the
 MDA map were identified based on an analysis of SSURGO values for saturated conductivity from 0 - 5 feet.  As a
 part of my PhD studies, I am familiar with the SSURGO data for 28 counties in western MN.  Most soils in this
 area are surveyed only to a depth of 5 feet, while no soils are surveyed to a depth greater than 7 feet.  I assume that
 most soils in other portions of the state are surveyed to a similar depth.  In its analyses of groundwater pollution
 sensitivity, the MN DNR assumes that groundwater begins at a depth of 10 feet (source).  Thus, exclusive use of the
 SSURGO dataset is problematic, as it does not provide measurements of soil conductivity to groundwater.  This is
 especially true when it is known that soils throughout most of the northwest, southwest, and south-central parts of
 MN are characterized by underlying clayey deposits, thus making unconsolidated aquifers less common (source).
 
2) The methodology utilized in making your map is inconsistent with methodologies used by other state agencies for
 similar purposes.  The MN Department of Health has estimated hydrogeologic sensitivity of the water table aquifer
 for 30 counties in southeast MN, where areas were ranked as low, moderate, high, or very high hydrogeologic
 sensitivity based on permeability of near-surface bedrock or unconsolidated geologic materials, estimated depth to
 water, and land slope (source).  Your analysis does not consider land slope, contains many soils without near-
surface bedrock, and utilizes data that inadequately measures the permeability of unconsolidated geologic materials
 (as outlined above).  It would be helpful to directly compare the outcomes of their analysis to the MDA map, but
 this cannot be done on a statewide basis.
 
The MN DNR conducted a statewide assessment of groundwater contamination susceptibility in 1991 (source), and
 has followed this effort with site-specific assessments within selected counties (source).  Their statewide assessment
 considered aquifer materials, recharge potential, soil materials, and vadose zone materials in assessing risk.  As
 outlined above, your assessment only considers one of those factors (soil materials) for the vast majority of
 agricultural soils throughout MN.
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3)  Your assessment seems to identify a greater number of soils than the MN DNR assessment described above. 
 Although I could not map these datasets together, due to the unavailability of the MDA map for download, I have
 attached a map of areas the MN DNR identified as having 'high susceptibility' and 'highest susceptibility' to
 groundwater contamination in their statewide assessment.  This is consistent with your agency's approach of
 identifying soils with "high and very high" water movement.  Although there are agreements between the MDA
 map and the attached map I've provided, the MDA map seems to identify a substantially greater number of
 susceptible soils.  Given my concerns regarding your methodology, I find this problematic.
 
In conclusion, I realize the importance of protecting our groundwater resources from nitrate pollution.  However,
 these decisions should be based on sound scientific principles as to not impose an unreasonable burden on
 Minnesota's farmers.  For reasons outlined in this letter, I think the MDA map fails in this regard.
 
 
Respectfully,
 
Rob Proulx
robproulx50@gmail.com
651.341.9389
 
On Tue, Jul 25, 2017 at 1:21 PM, Rob Proulx <robproulx50@gmail.com> wrote:


Dear Mr. Gunderson:
 
I submit for your consideration my comment on MDA's Draft Vulnerable Groundwater
 Area Map (hereafter 'the map').  I have a number of concerns regarding your methodology:
 
1) With the exception of areas in southeastern and southwestern MN, virtually all
 agricultural soils identified in the map were created based on an analysis of SSURGO
 values for saturated conductivity from 0 - 5 feet.  As a part of my PhD studies, I am
 familiar with the SSURGO data for 28 counties in western MN.  Most soils in this area are
 surveyed only to a depth of 5 feet, while no soils are surveyed to a depth greater than 7
 feet.  I assume that most soils in other portions of the state are surveyed to a similar depth. 
 In its analyses of groundwater pollution sensitivity, the MN DNR assumes that
 groundwater begins at a depth of 10 feet (source).  Thus, exclusive use of the SSURGO
 dataset is problematic, as it does not provide measurements of soil conductivity to
 groundwater.  This is especially true when it is known that soils throughout most of the
 northwest, southwest, and south-central parts of MN are characterized by underlying clayey
 deposits, thus making unconsolidated aquifers less common (source).
 
2) The methodology utilized in making your map is inconsistent with methodologies used
 by other state agencies for similar purposes.  The MN Department of Health has
 estimated hydrogeologic sensitivity of the water table aquifer for 30 counties in southeast
 MN, where areas were ranked as low, moderate, high, or very high hydrogeologic
 sensitivity based on permeability of near-surface bedrock or unconsolidated geologic
 materials, estimated depth to water, and land slope (source).  Your analysis does not
 consider land slope, contains many soils without near-surface bedrock, and utilizes data
 that inadequately measures the permeability of unconsolidated geologic materials (as
 outlined above).  It would be helpful to directly compare the outcomes of their analysis to
 the map, but this cannot be done on a statewide basis.
 
The MN DNR conducted a statewide assessment of groundwater contamination
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 susceptibility in 1991 (source), and has followed this effort with site-specific assessments
 within selected counties (source).  Their statewide assessment considered aquifer materials,
 recharge potential, soil materials, and vadose zone materials in assessing risk.  As outlined
 above, your assessment only considers one of those factors (soil materials) for the vast
 majority of agricultural soils throughout MN.
 
3)  Your assessment seems to identify a greater number of soils than the MN DNR
 assessment described above.  Although I could not map these datasets together, due to the
 unavailability of the map for download, I have included a map of areas the MN DNR
 identified as having 'high susceptibility' and 'highest susceptibility' to groundwater
 contamination in their statewide assessment.  This is consistent with your agency's
 approach of identifying soils with "high and very high" water movement.  Although there is
 agreement between the map and the attached map I've provided, 
 
 
Respectfully,
 
Rob Proulx
robproulx50@gmail.com
651.341.9389
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 2:30:27 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Sarah Leshuk
Organization: Farmer


Email: sjleshuk@gmail.com
Zip Code: 56201
Comment: I understand the Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule but I have several concerns with


 it...#1 I would like to know the true % coming from the ag industry from
 nitrates also what % is coming from city drains, stormwater ponds etc. #2
 You show me a farmer who is buying extra fertilizer, with input cost and
 markets...good luck. #3 Spring is already such a short time frame and now we
 are going to limit that as well. Thank you for your time!
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of slsesp84@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 7:56:28 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Shirley Espeland
2250 Luther Place #104
Saint Paul, MN 55108-1466
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 3:07:15 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Richard Jenny
Organization: Agvise Laboratories


Email: richardj@agvise.com
Zip Code: 56215
Comment: This seems way too much burdensome over-regulation, esp. selecting the


 "sensitive" soil statewide in Part 1 of the Rule. This would restrict many
 growers in their fall application without any data showing groundwater
 contamination in their area. Why not restrict fall application of "known"
 regions instead of statewide? Part 1 of the Rule needs to be changed to only
 the areas of known groundwater contamination, not the whole state.
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Monday, August 21, 2017 5:03:12 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Roger Scheffler
Organization: 


Email: rogerscheffler@hotmail.com
Zip Code: 55992
Comment: I agree that fall or frozen nitrogen application be limited first to see if that


 helps. Fall nitrogen is out on field so long and with the warm winters we have
 had the ground thaws so think it could leach more before it used. But we still
 need N for good crop.
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From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
To: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: FW: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 10:59:52 AM


Another comment
 
Larry Gunderson, Supervisor
Fertilizer Technical Unit
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Robert Street North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
651-201-6168
Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us
 
From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us [mailto:MDA.Info@state.mn.us] 
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2017 9:51 PM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
 


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Rodd Beyer
Organization: 


Email: 
Zip Code: 56583
Comment: The Nitrogen rule has maps that are not at all accurate. The maps in my county


 are not related to the high risk soils and waters. Not only are the maps
 inaccurately mapped, but the whole concept is ludicrous. There are better
 methods to accomplish lower nitrates in the water. Farmers do not want to
 waste money by applying nutrients and have them available to the plants. This
 rule needs to be abolished
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of bobfried@centurylink.net
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 6:11:24 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Robert Fried
3920 Excelsior Blvd Unit 410
Minneapolis, MN 55416-5357
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 8:33:38 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Scott Gillespie
Organization: Farmer


Email: gillespiefamilyfarms@gmail.com
Zip Code: 56240
Comment: I would like to make sure that this rule is only implemented using solid


 science. We have great concern that there will be emotional or knee jerk
 reactions when and how any restrictions are implemented. On our farm the
 logistics of applying all the nitrogen in the tiny window before planting is
 pretty much impossible. We feel very strongly about the quality of our water
 and we are committed to doing our best now and in the future to ensure it is as
 clean as possible including keeping expensive nutrients out of our water, but a
 one size statewide nutrient plan would be a huge burden and would not have a
 desired effect on a vast majority of the state while individual solutions would
 be a much better solution targeting just susceptible soil types and soil
 structures on an individual basis. Please dont enact a poorly thought out law
 based on emotions that is one size fits all.
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 10:30:13 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: robert cunningham
Organization: 


Email: raprr@yahoo.com
Zip Code: 56055
Comment: As justification for this proposed rule you use effected wells. Yet I could not


 find where you say how old these wells are ,how deep these wells are, how
 close they are to the source of nitrogen they are or any other description of
 them, other than wells. You have not shown, that I could find, the relationship
 between old and newer wells and nitrogen levels. Maybe your efforts should
 be first to lawns that use all nitrogen at greater quantities per ac than farmers
 do. Maybe your real solution might be NO to nitrogen on lawns and
 REPLACE ALL THE OLD WELLS IN THE GROUND on the rural farms a
 lot cheaper than your proposals. I am not farming I do rent my farm ground to
 farmers but I fertilize my wife's lawn heavy. As I see this as just another
 encroachment on a certain peoples land rights and in this case singling the
 farmer out. I demand if you do this for farmers the same should be for golf
 courses , school yards , all parks commercial building etc. The real expertise
 you and yours have is first deciding the answer needed and then arriving at
 the cause. You are discriminating against one group of TAX PAYERS get it
 fair now either no one or include all.
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of Rschmitz22@charter.net
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 1:26:19 AM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Ray Schmitz
210 14th st ne
Rochester, MN 55906
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017 10:23:42 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: phil schwenk
Organization: 


Email: farmer969@live.com
Zip Code: 56271
Comment: nitrogen is an important input for corn production, to limit it's use would


 severely impact food security and impart a heavy financial burden on our
 producers.
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of ptordoff@isd110.org
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Monday, August 28, 2017 9:01:22 AM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Paul Tordoff
333 S Olive Street
Waconia, MN 55387-1820
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From: Shawnn Balstad
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 4:21:31 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be
 rewritten and consider the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have
 many maintenance and construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and
 showing levels of N higher than in the surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm
 families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is determined. The MDA
 should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families.
 Farmers are already careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input
 that is vital for a good harvest. We do not want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many
 areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the fall. Fall road restrictions
 could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is not
 adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These
 challenges and the economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been
 looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next.
 Looking at soils and the conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule
 before any restriction is put on the use of N fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm
 families fairly. The rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be
 built upon sound science.


Regards, 
Shawnn Balstad 
102 Stephen Dr NE
Fertile, MN 56540 
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From: Paul Schwarzkopf
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 10:38:01 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mr. Paul Schwarzkopf
2821 Polk St NE
Minneapolis, MN 55418
6127515724
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From: Montgomery, Bruce (MDA)
To: Wolf, Katie (MDA); Berg, Jeffrey (MDA)
Cc: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Forwarded Comments: #2
Date: Monday, August 14, 2017 7:44:02 AM


 


 


From: Shawn Feikema [mailto:shawn@feikemafarms.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 11, 2017 5:58 PM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Proposed fall nitrogen rule
 


Larry


This is Shawn Feikema from Luverne MN.  My family has farmed in the far southwest corner for
 nearly 70 years.  We have been doing the best job we can in managing our land so that we can not
 only be economically sustainable but also environmentally sustainable.  I have been following the
 rule process for the vulnerable ground water areas and have some comments.


A few concerns I have with the proposed rule are as follows:


·         The current maps that you are using may not be all that accurate.  We farm some fields
 where there is bedrock beneath the surface.  We have had it several times where a well
 driller thinks they know how deep the rock is, based on a map they have.  When they drill
 they find that the maps are off by as much as 30 -40 feet.  The maps that get used for this
 rule must be accurate due to the affect it will have on the farmer.


·         The rule needs to have a way for certain areas to be removed from the vulnerable list if
 proven that there is little to no risk of nitrogen loss into ground water.


·         I believe that we need to know what the baseline should be in our ground water before
 enforcing new rules with no actual goal in mind.  As an example, we drilled a well in the
 early 1960’s which was before much use of any nitrogen fertilizers.  When the well was
 drilled then it was high in nitrates.  The test levels have not change in nearly 60 years.  For
 the rule to assume that the nitrates in the water are coming from fall nitrogen may be
 stretch at best.


·         This rule makes the assumption that fall application of nitrogen is the problem and that
 eliminating it will be the solution.  I have not seen any science that has shown a dramatic
 decrease in nitrates in ground water due to the absence of fall nitrogen application.


·         If we are to have “local advisory teams” we need to make sure they are FROM the local area
 not FOR the local area.


·         Need to define the timeline of application to something better than “Fall”.  That can mean
 different days on the calendar to different people.


·         In the BMP there is no provision for the “good actors” if the “bad actors” cause a township
 to be put in level 3 or 4


·         The rule should use science from more than just the University of MN


In summary I think there needs to be much more attention given to this proposed rule in many
 ways.  This rule could have a detrimental effect on agriculture going forward without the proper
 science to back it up.  In 20 years we could find that we have had no effect on our ground water but
 have increased the cost of production for farmers.  Farmers are trying to do what is best and I think
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 that have some best management practices and using a voluntary system of some sort to do more
 studies in the areas that have been identified before making a rule we regret.


Thank you for your time and work on this issue, feel free to contact me in the future.


 


Shawn Feikema
Feikema Farms Inc    Circle F Farms
1735 120th Ave
Luverne, Mn 56156
Phone #507 283-9215    Cell# 605 370-9934
Fax# 507 283-2795
www.feikemafarms.com
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From: Randy Buboltz
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 4:50:03 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Randy Buboltz
PO Box 458
Hector, MN 55342
buboltzfarm@gmail.com
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